Titanium-based dielectrophoresis devices for microfluidic applications.
To date, materials selection in microfluidics has been restricted to conventional micromechanical materials systems such as silicon, glass, and various polymers. Metallic materials offer a number of potential advantages for microfluidic applications, including high fracture toughness, thermal stability, and solvent resistance. However, their exploitation in such applications has been limited. In this work, we present the application of recently developed titanium micromachining and multilayer lamination techniques for the fabrication of dielectrophoresis devices for microfluidic particle manipulation. Two device designs are presented, one with interdigitated planar electrodes defined on the floor of the flow channel, and the other with electrodes embedded within the channel wall. Using these devices, two-frequency particle separation and Z-dimensional flow visualization of the dielectrophoresis phenomena are demonstrated.